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ABSTRACT 

Experimental measurements were made of the force characteristics of 

a naturally ventilated hydrofoil of finite span submerged below a free sur

face and equipped with a j.et flap. Jet momentum coefficients up to 0.35 

were attained. The increment of lift associated with action of the jet 

flap was primarily dependent on the jet momentum coefficient and the flap 

angle. Measured lift increments were considerably less than those calcula

ted by Ho from linearized theory flor two-dimensional foils and zero cavitation 

number. Thrust recovery was dependent on the jet momentum coefficient and 

the flap angle, decreasing as these parameters were increased. In. all cases 

thrust recovery was greater than the horizontal component of the jet reaction. 

A brief series of tests was also conducted with a restrained, jet 

flap foil moving through a regular wave train. For reduced frequencies, 

based on the full chord, up to 0.7, the oscillatory force characteristics 

were essentially the same as for the foil without the jet flap for other

wise identical conditions. 
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LIST OF SYMBOLS 

a - wave amplitude 

CD - total drag coefficient 

CDo drag coefficient for Cj = 0 

Cf - skin friction coefficient 

Cj _ jet momentum coefficient 

CL - total lift coefficient 

CLo - lift coefficient for Cj = 0 
fV 

CD - amplitude of oscillatory drag coefficient 

'" CL - amplitude of oscillatory lift coefficient 

6CD increment of drag coefficient due to jet flap 

6CL - increment of lift coefficient due to jet flap 

c - foil chord length 

cf - chord length of rigid flap 

c - wave celerity w 

f - foil submergence 

fl - thrust recovery factor 

g - acceleration of gravity 

K - reduced frequency based on full chord 

k - constant 

£ - spanwise dimension of jet 

n - constant 

P - cavity pressure c 

P - free stream pressure 
co 

Q - volumetric rate of jet discharge 

s - foil span 

t - jet thickness 
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v - velocity 

V. - jet velocity 
J 

a - geometric angle of attack 

a - induced angle of attack 

"( - specific weight 

~ - rigid-flap angle 

A - wave length 

1J .. _f~r~quency of encounter 

p - fluid density 

(J - cavitation number 

T - jet-flap angle (measured between hydrofoil chord and tangent 

to jet-flap slot) 



FURTHER EXPERIMENTS ON ! JET FLAP HYDROFOIL 

IN VENTILATED FLOW 

I. INTRODUCTION. 

Considerable experimental and theoretical work has been done on jet

flapped airfoils for both two and three-dimensional cases. It has been 

shown that a high velocity jet of fluid issuing from the trailing edge at 

some angle with respect to the foil is very effective in increasing the lift 

coefficient. Furthermore, linearized theory has proved to be very succes

sful in predicting the additional lift that can be obtained by this means, 

even for relatively high flap angles. The additional lift is dUe to bound

ary layer control, the component of jet reaction in the lift direction, and 

the modification in the pressure distribution on the foil associated with 

the jet flap. The latter effect is sometimes referred to as supercircu1a

tion. Experiments have shown that e4tremely low pressures can be obtained 

* on the suction side of the foil. It has also been indicated [lJ that 

essentially complete thrust recovery exists, i. e., the momentum of the jet 

is recovered as thrust and is apparently independent of the flap angle. 

For supercavitating or ventilated hydrofoils, the mechanism of lift 

generation is somewhat different than for airfoils. The upper surface of . . 

the foil is entirely within the cavity and is therefore at constant pres

sure. As boundary layer control is not significant, the additional lift is 

associated with the vertical component of jet reaction and the jet-induced 

pressure distribution on the lower surface of the foil. The literature on 

theoretical and experimental supercavitating hydrofoils with a jet flap has 

been limited. Using linearized theory, Ho [2J has calculated the force 

characteristics for a two-dimensional jet-flapped foil in an infinite fluid 

for a zero cavitation number. The effects of jet thickness and entrainment 

of the surrounding fluid were not considered. He has shown that the ef

fectiveness of the jet flap for a supercQvitating foil was considerably less 

than that of a fully wetted foil. This is apparently associated with the 

absence of the rather strong supercirculation effect that exists with the 

* Numbers in brackets refer to the List of References on page 19. 
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wetted foil. Ho.'s the<>ryhas been subjected "'to. experimental verification 

at the St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory and the results have been 

presented in Reference [3J. The experiments were conducted in a vertical, 

free jet water tunnel for both two-dimensional and finite span foils. Data 

were lJmited torela,t:i vely sIllall jet. mmentum coefficients wi.th a maximum of 

the order qf on,e-tenth., It. was found that the two-dimensional theory con

siderabJ:y overestimated the lift ,coefficient even for the smalle,rangles of 

attack. This result was,so!f1ewhat unexpected, as linearized theQry for 

superca.vit,ating foils without a jet flap has been relatively successful in 

determinirlg th,e force, cQaracteristicsat· small or moderate angles of attack. 

Theexpe:rimental data on finite span foils were quite sparse; and 

more dat'awere ciea'rly needed particular,iy for' somewhat higher jet momentum 

coefficients. Tests i-1ith' :forced-ventilated foils also revealed that the 

action of 'the jet flap was such that the air entrainment rates to achieve a 

given cavitation riwnbeI'were very large. The s'vailable'air supply system 

in some cases was not adequate to maintain the desired fully developed cav

ities.· The studies described 'inthe following sections were initiated to 

extend the previous results for finite span foils to higher jet momentum 

coefficients for ventilated foils. To alleviate the problems associated 

with high air entrainment rates,the tests were conCiucted in a towing tank 

with a foil naturally ventilated to the atmosphere • ., No difficulties in 

maintaining a.full cavitr were experien,cedwiththis method, other than the 

expected problems associated witt). ventilation at smaller angles of attack. 

Experimental data were also obtained for the jet-flapped foil. moving through 

a regular wave train to·determine any effects of unsteadiness on the force 

characteristics. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT 

The tests were conducted in the st. Anthony Falls toWtngfacility, 

which is9 ft wide and 220 ft long. The tank was filled with water to a 

depth of 4.5 ft. 'The'self-propelled towing carriage has a top speed capa

bility of ,25 fps •. However, for the purpose of these tests, the carriage was 

operated at speeds of about 12 fps in order to achieve the, proper' range.of 

jet momentum coefficient to be defined ,later • . ~ .~ 
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A 5 in. by 10 in. wedge-shaped foil (wedge angle = 60) and base

vented strut was used for all tests. A pictorial view of the foil assembly 

and jet fluid supply piping is shown in Fig. 1. The jet fluid was supplied 

through two 3/4 in. pipes entering the foil strut diametrically opposed and 

at right angles to both the lift and drag axis. These pipes were supported 

independently of the dynamometer. A flexible metal bellows sealed each tube 

to the foil strut as shown in the sectional detail in Fig. 1. The foil 

supporting strut consisted of a receiver box and five tubes of varying 

diameters which led down to the foil. The tubes terminated in a 1arge

hollowed-out distribution chamber inside the foil. Fluid passed from the 

large chamber into a secondary small distribution header, and through the 

jet slot at the lower trailing edge of the foil. The slot was formed by 

removable end plates which had one edge milled to the desired jet flap 

angle, T. The vertical plate was adjustable in a vertical direction to 

give the desired slot width, t. The slot was continuous across the entire 

span. However, the passage from the larger to the smaller chamber inside 

the foil was interrupted by small pillars which were needed to support the 

lower plate forming the slot. Wake turbulence originating from these 

pillars was observed in the jet sheet at the higher jet velocities. The 

entrance to the slot was well-rounded. 

The tubes supporting the foil were shielded by a parabolic-shaped 

skirt, which was supported indep~ndently of the dynamometer; thus, only the 

forces generated on the foil are transmitted to the dynamometer. The short 

block shown attached to the top surface of the foil which received the five

strut tubes and formed an extension of the strut skirt was enclosed in the 

foil cavity under fully ventilated conditions and, therefore, did not con

tribute to the measured drag. 

The major components of the foil and strut assembly were fabricated 

from aluminum. Epoxy gluing was utilized to join the strut tubes to the foil 

and receiver box in order to achieve leak-proof joints. Slot plates were 

machined from brass. The leading edge of the foil was machined to a finite 

thickness of 0.005 inches in order to avoid damaging the leading edge while 

handling the apparatus over the period of an extensive test program. 

The jet flUid-supply system consisted of a 10-ga110n tank mounted in 

a cantilevered frame on the towing carriage. The weight of the fluid in the 
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tank was determined continuously by means of calibrated strain gages on the 

cantilever beams and recording the signal on a Sanborn recorder as a func

tion of time. The.outlet from the tank was branched into the two 3/4 in. 

pipes leading to the strut receiver box. A quick-opening valve was pro

vided in the outlet pipe of the tank. The tank was operated as a blowdown 

facility by connecting several existing air pressure tanks on the towing 

carriage to the top of the supply tank through a pair of pressure regulators 

connected in tandem. This system provided an essentially constant dis

charge for the major capacity of the supply tank. The rate of discharge was 

obtained from the record of tank weight with respect to time. Lift and drag 

forces were measured with a two-component strain gage dynamometer. With 

the foil assembly attached, the natural frequency of the dynamometer in the 

lift direction was about 50 cps. 

The towing facility is also equipped with a hinged paddle wave gen

erator. A sloping permeable beach wave absorber is located at the far end. 

of the tank to minimize wave reflections. Wave length was determined from 

the measured period of the generator paddle and the calculated wave celer

ity. Wave amplitude was measured with a sonic wave transducer developed 

and constructed at the Laboratory [4J. 

III. CALIBRATION OF JET SLOT AND THRUST 

Each jet slot was calibrated to determine the actual flap angle 'f 

and the jet thickness t. Calibration was accomplished by raising the foil 

out of the water and discharging the jet into air. Lift and drag reactions 

were measured by the dynamometer for each of several jet-flap flow rates. 

The resulting force vector gave the direction of the jet flap while the 

force magnitude gave the momentum of the jet; from this, together with the 

flow rate, the velocity and thickness of the jet could be calculated. The 

values thus calculated assume a uniform jet velocity and thickness along the 

spanwise dimension of the jet. The measured thrust reactions were also 

checked for linearity with the square of the discharge to determine if any 

extraneous forces were generated at the bellows connection. If non-linearity 

was apparent, the bellows connections were carefully realigned and the cal

ibration procedure repeated until a satisfactory calibration was obtained. 
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The thrust reactions were also checked at each of the three angles of 

attack at which the foil was operated. By analysis of the thrust reactions 

for a given ~ and t at the three angles of attack, a unique combination 

of ~ and t could be derived from the data. A check with a feeler gage 

showed that the slot thickness varied about 0.001 in. across the span. The 

calculated slot thickness was about 0.001--0.002 in. larger than that ob

tained With a feeler gage which measured the narrowest slot dimension. 

There were indications that the slots flaired slightly at the terminal 

edges, caused by insertion of the feeler gage during adjustment of the slot. 

The value of ~ determined from the calibration was within one degree of 

the intended value. 

IV. OPERATIONAL PROCEDURE AND REDUCTION OF DATA 

Once a given slot was properly set up and calibrated, the foil was 

towed' for a number of runs at a fixed·angle of attack and velocity while 

changing the jet fluid supply rate for each run until the maximum capacity 

of the supply tank was reached. The jet was turned.on after the carriage 

had reached the desired speed and the foil was ventilated. A Sanborn re

corder was used to record the total lift and drag including the jet reaction, 

and the weight of the jet fluid supply tank with time during the run. These 

data were reduced into coefficient form as follows: 

where 

and 

C1 = total lift coefficient, 

CD = total drag coefficient, 

p = density of water, 

V = towing velocity, 

s = span of foil, 

c = chord of foil; 

p Q V. 
C. = ,J 

J 1/2pV2sc 
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where C. = jet momentum coefficient, 
J 
Q = volumetric rate of jet discharge; 

V. = jet velocity 
J 

t = jet thickness, and 

£ = spanwise dimension of jet (slightly less than span of foil). 

The actual experimental data in this report are shown in the form of an in

cremental lift and drag coefficient defined as follows: 

where CL 
o 

are the force coefficients for the foil without jet 

flap. ~CL and ~CD signify, therefore, the total contribution of the jet 

consisting of an induced pressure force and the thrust reaction, neglecting 

any changes in the frictional resistance characteristics. 

The jet momentum coefficient was adjusted primarily through the jet 

discharge rate, Q, and the towing velocity, V. Varying the jet thickness, 

t, offered another but rather cumbersome method of changing C .• The remain-
J 

ing quantities in the expression for Cj were fixed by the geometry of the 

foil. Changing the towing velocity also changed the cavitation number a, 

which may be defined for a foil ventilated to the atmosphere as follows: 

where 

= f'Y _ 2fg 
1/2pV2 - V:a 

Pro = free stream pressure, 

Pc = cavity pressure 

f = foil submergence, measured to leading edge, 

'Y = specific weight of water, and 

g = acceleration of gravity. 

Fortunately, the incremental lift and drag characteristics were not 

affected noticeably by a small change in a as will be shown later. In 

order to obtain as large a range of C. as possible, the foil was towed 
J 
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mostly at the relatively low velocities of 10 fps and 12 ,fp~, the minimum 

velocities at which the foil would ventilate quite readily. Some data were 

also oollectedat 14, fps and' 16 fps. The maximum disdhal'ge was limited by 

the tank capacity and the desirable operating pressure a,s discussed in the 

subsequent paragraph. The'range of C. exteinded up to a value of 0.35 for 
J 

a velocity of 10 fps. 

The slot'thickness was set initially at about 0.010 inch. The jet 

sheet issuing into air from this slot was observed to be a relatively uni

fom solid sheet for a distance of about one to two chords downstr.e~ Be

cause of the small thickness of the jet, it was not possible to q,qeck the 

velocity distribution ina spanwise direction. Later in the program, the 

slot thickness was doubled to about 0.020 inch. The jet sheet had a similar 

character as before, except that the wake turbulence from the posts located 
, , 

inside the foil manifold chambers was more noticeable, The use of the larger 

slot required lower operating pre,ssures in the supply system and also resulted 

in higher C. values than those obtained with the smaller slot. Lower 
J 

pressures in the supply system were desirable at the bellows connection in 

order to avoid increasing the rig.id:ity of,the bellows, which tended to'in

troduce extraneous loads or load carrying support members other than the 

dynamometer beams. For these reasons,a slot of about 0.020 in. was used 

for most of the runs. With both slot thl,cknesses, the maximum ratio of jet 

velocity to free stream velocity tested was about six. 
, ' 

The angle of, attack, measured from the bottom surface of the foil to 

the horizontal, was set-at 110 , 140 ", and 200 • Eleven and twenty degrees 

were chosen to compare these data with the previous data obtained in the 

free-jet tunnel, and fourteen degrees represented the minimum angle at 

which a good, stable cavity could be obtained for all conditions. At 

eleven degrees, it was necessary to artificially induce ventilation at the 

leading edge of the foil during the acceleration pOl'tion of a run in order 

to insure natural ventilation from the strut cavity. Once the n.atural cav

ity had fomed, the cavity rema~ned stable. The data for the 110 angle 

of attack were also restricted to velocities of 12 fps or larger. 
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V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

A. Increments of Lift and Drag Coefficients 

The changes in lift and drag coefficients were determined for each 

particular set of test conditions. As noted previously, these values were 

obtained qy subtracting the measured force coefficient with no jet flap from 

the measured force coefficients with the jet flap operating. The experi

mental data are shown in Figs. 2 through 7 for nominal jet thicknesses of 

0.01 and 0.02 inches. First tests were conducted with the smaller slot, 

and the larger slot was used for most tests to extend the range of Cj • 

In previous work it was assumed that the increment in lift could be reason

ably approximated by an equation of the following form: 

where k is a constant. 

By fitting a parabola to Ho's theoretical curves for two-dimensional 

foils, Silberman [3J determined a value of k of 2.10. Little variation in 

~CL with a was found. Experimental data taken with two-dimensional 

supercavitating foils have indicated that k was about 1.27 for flap angles 

of 36, 50, and 60 degrees, and about 1.58 for a flap angle of 20 degrees. 

For a finite span foil of aspect ratio 2,5, the data were fairly well repre

sented by using a value of k of 1.1, slightly less than for two-dimensional 

foils. It is thus immediately seen that the theory by Ho considerably over

predicts the increment of lift obtained by a jet flapped foil. The experi

mental data by Silberman were limited to a· maximum value of C. of about 
J 

0.18, with the majority of the data taken with C. less than about 0.1. 
J 

The empirical parabolas were somewhat higher than the experimental data for 

the smaller C., with the agreement becoming improved at a C. of about O.l. 
J J 

In the present experiments, higher Cj were obtained particularly 

for the larger jet thickness and it was thus possible to extend the range 

of the data. It was found, as shown in Figs. 2 through 6, that the empir

ical cu]:'ve determined by Silberman for an aspect ratio 2.5 foil (shown by 

dashed line) agrees fairly well with the data up to C. about 0.1, but lies 
J 

considerably below the data for the higher C •• 
J 

By plotting the experimental 

data obtained in the present experiments and drawing lines through the data, 
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it was found that 

ACL = k cj n sin 'f 

wh!3re k and n are given in the following table for a nominal slot width 

of 0.02 in. and a submergence of 1 chord. 

Table I 

a,-deg. 'f ... deg. V-f'ps --D- k 

11 29 12 0.675 1.75 
11 46 12 0.67 1.49 
14 29 10 0.715 1.83 

12 0.64 1.63 
14 46 10 0.707 1.67 

12,14 0.625 1.53 
14 61 10 0.625 lA 

12 0.54 1.25 
20 29 10 0.736 1.86 

12 0.70 1.86 
20 46 10 0.68 1.6 

12 0.618 1.49 

It is to be noted that with the 
. , '0 

exception of the 61 flap at a velocity 

of 12 fps,the slope n is somewhat greater than 0.5 and therefore the val-

ue of k is also greater than 1.1. Values of nand k were averaged for 

data taken at a velocity of 12 fps and all flap angles except 610 , and the 

following equation was then obtained: 

ACL = 1.63 CjO.655 sin 'f 

This equation is also plotted in Figs. 2 through 6, and corresponds quite, 

well with the experimental data. As the equation was based on data with the , 
larger slot width, the agreement between the curves and the data for the 

smaller slot indicate ,that a twofold variation of slot width was of little 

significancewfth'regard to the force coefficients. 

It is also to be noted that the increment in lift, coefficient is es

sentially independent of the angle of attack. However, the increment in 
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drag coefficient for ,a, given Cj' incre~sed with, angle:oi atiack:~;'Withthe 
largest increases occurring at' ,the higher' C .,.It should also' be- rbca1ied 

. J'.., . 
that the jet reaction is included in these inc~emen~S; thus, the increment 

decreases with increasing C .• 
J 

For a particular set of conditions with the small slot foil, the 

effect of decreasing the foil submergence from one-chord to one-half chord 

was investigated. The results are shown in Fig. 3 for a = 140 and T = 460 • 

Data for the smaller submergence are plotted as filled symbols. It is readily 

seen that the change in submergence had no effect on the increments of 

either the lift or drag coefficients. The data reported by Silberman also 

exhibited little dependence on the width of the free jet. 

As the cavity was ventilated to the atmosphere and thus no control 

was exercised over t.he cavity pressure, the cavitation number varied with 

the foil submergence and towing velocity. The values corresponding to each 

particular condition are indicated in the legend. Most of the 'experimental 

data were taken at a one-chord submergence; thus, the cavitation number 

varied from about 0.14 to 0.27 for the tests. 

Experimental data for the force increments for a nominal slot width 

of 0.02 in. are shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6. The same general trands may be 

observed, and the inadequacy of 'using a square root variation with C. 
J 

clearly demonstrated at the higher C •• 
J 

is 

A brief series of tests were conducted 'using a slightly different 

slot configu~ation. Instead of utilizing a pure jet flap, the jet was blo~ 

past a solid flap extending beyond the trailing edge of the foil. This flap 

had a 450 angle and a flap-chord ratio of 0.05. It was originally intended 

that the use of the small flap would provide a better control of the jet 

angle, and thus perhaps improve the efficiency. The experimental data re

duced to increment form are shown in Fig. 7. The expected improvement was 

not realized; in fact:, the increment in lift was considerably le'ss than . . 

that for the pure jet flap. At small C., the lift increment is about 
. J 

ha1ved~ A direct comparison of Figs. 5 and 7 clearly illustrate the effect. 

However, the increment in drag at an angle of attack of 140 is essentially 

the same for both configUrations, and at· an angle of 200 , the drag is 

actually a little less than that for the pure jet flap. As .the extended 
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slot configuration was not as efficient in augmenting lift, further experi

mental tests were not carried out. 

It should be emphasized that the addition of the small rigid flap 

greatly increased both the lift and drag coefficient for no blowing. Thus, 

the total lift and drag coefficients with blowing were quite high. 

Several computations for the increment in drag coefficient were made 

using the linearized theory by Ho from the equation 

CD = [CL - (a + ~)CjJ a 

The drag increment, assuming complete thrust recovery, is given as 

where CD is the drag for Cj = 0, 
o 

Results of these caluculations are shown in Fig. 4. Rather good 

agreement between the theory and experimental data is apparent. However, 

this agreement should not necessari\v imply validity of the theory. It 

will be recalled that. the theory unde:restimated the lift increment produced 

by the jet flap. Thus, as the lift and drag are directly related, the 

measq.red drag should also be less. FUrthermore, in Ho's equation above, 

the component of jet reaction in the lift direction has been subtracted from 

the calculated lift coefficient in the form of (a +~) rather than sin 

(a + ~), due to the linearized theory. For the experiments, (a + ~) was 

not small, and some error was introduced in this term. Therefore, although 

the theoretical lift was higher than the experimental lift, subtracting a 

larger value of thrust reaction than should be subtracted resulted in a 

compensating influence. At a larger angle of attack and flap angle, the 

agreement is not satisfactory, as shown in Fig. 5. 

Examination of the details of the jet slot and the experimental pro

cedures used in the free jet tunnel experiments raised some questions rel

ative to the actual angle at which the jet was discharged during those 

tests. The jet fluid issued from a manifold pipe through a slot and over a 

surface machined to establish the jet angle. On the cavity side of the 

jet, the undersurface of the manifold was flattened at an angle somewhat 
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less than the jet angle. It was felt that due to the slot geometry, and 

possible reattachment of the jet to the flattened manifold, the actual 

flap angle may have been somewhat less than the angle determined from 

measurements of the jet reactions in air. Estimates were thus made of 

the possible jet angle by referring to the original drawings of the foils, 

and Ho's theoretical values were recalculated using these angles, T t. es 
It should be noted that the experimental data (not shown herein) for the 

force increments are not affected in any way by a discrepancy in flap angle; 

the only effect is that the comparison with theo~y should possibly be made 

at a different angle. The results of this comparison for the two-dimensional 

foil are summarized in the following table: 

Table II 

theory expo theory 
T Cdeg. k sin T 

T-deg. es k sin T k sin T est 

20 14.5 0.718 0.54 0.526 

36 24 1.235 0.74 0.855 

60 48 1.82 1.10 1.56 

Using the estimated jet angle, better agreement with the theory is 

generally noted. On the basis of this comparison, it was originally thought 

that the difference in jet angle could possibly explain some of the dis

crepancy between experimental data and theory. However, the towing tank 

tests utilizing a slot configuration more likely to provide tp.e desired 

flap angle agreed quite favorably with the free jet tests. Thus, at this 

time it is not known whether the jet was issuing at the desired angle or 

the agreement of data from the two facilities was coincidental. It appears 

that the angle may have been correct and one must look elsewhere for sources 

of discrepancy between theory and experiment. Such work is continuing as 

part of a graduate thesis. 

B. Total Lift and Drag Coefficients 

The results for the total lift and drag coefficients for a jet

flapped foil are shown in Figs. 8 through 11, in the form of polar diagrams. 

To avoid confusion in plotting, only mean lines drawn to represent the exper

imental data have been shown. Lines of constant C. have been interpolated 
J 



from the data. As the point for Cj ~ ° is shown, the actual data points 

could be added with the aid of Figs. 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6, previously de

scribed. 
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It was found that the data presented in this manner reveal a number 

of interesting facts. In the case of a supercavitating or ventilated hydro

foil with a flat undersurface, the resultant force vector should be perpen

dicular or nearly perpendicular to that surface. Thus, a definite relation

ship exists between the lift and pressure drag, or 

where Cf ~ skin friction coefficient, and 

a ~ angle of attack. 

The skin friction drag coefficient as calculated from a flat plate 

boundary layer was generally quite small in comparison to the total drag 

coefficient. In general, it was found that the angle of attack predicted 

from the above equation did not agree with the geometric angle of attack 

for any particular test. Such behavior has been observed in the past in 

both towing tank tests and tests in the free jet water tunnel for both two

and three-dimensional foils. For example, referring to Fig. 8 for a ~ 11, 

14, and 20 degrees, the lines drawn from the origin through the indicated 

points for no blowing give values of the angle (shown ~s a) of 13.5, 
e 

17.7, and 22.5 degrees respectively. 

Figure 8 shows typical trends with angle of attack and increasing 

C. 
J 

for the small slot and T ~ 45 degrees. The dashed lines for each 

angle of attack represent the sum of the drag coefficient and the jet 

momentum coefficient, assuming complete thrust recovery. Thrust recovery 

will be further discussed in a later section. 

Faired lines through experimental data for the larger slot width for 

various angles of attack and flap angles are shown in Figs. 9, 10, and 11. 

In each of these plots, interpolated values for C. are also shown. It is 
J 

immediately seen that the measured drag decreases with increasing C., and 
J 

increases with flap angle for a given C .• A given lift coefficient may be 
J . 

obtained by either increasing C. for a given flap angle, or by increasing 
J 
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the flap angle for a given C.- These curves also indicate that the form 
. J 

drag also increases due to the action of the jet flap. 

In Fig. 9 for the foil at an angle of attack of 140 , a comparison 

is made with experimental data previously reported [5J for a similar foil 

equipped with a rigid trailing edge flap of flap-chord ratio equal to 0.24. 

Here, 6 is the angle of the deflected flap. A direct comparison can be 

readily made between the effectiveness of the rigid and a pure jet flap. 

It appears that better performance can be obtained for a given lift with 

the jet flap than the solid flap for any conditions shown. Such a compar

ison neglects the work done to create the jet flap, however. 

C. Thrust Recovery 

Following the work of Foley [lJ with fully wetted airfoils, thrust 

recovery is defined as "the reduction of foil drag, at fixed lift, which 

results from the ejection of a jet sheet from a foil." For complete thrust 

recovery, the total jet reaction is recovered. 

In the experimental determination of thrust recovery, it is necessary 

to evaluate the drag on theunblown foil at the given lift. For fully 

wetted foils, boundary layer separation generally occurred on the unblown 

foil at lift coefficients somewhat less than those obtained with the jet 

flap operating. For a supercavitating foil, boundary layer separation on the 

upper surface was no problem, as the upper surface was completely enclosed in 

the cavity from the leading edge. It was thus assumed that since the lift 

and drag on a supercavitating foil are directly related through the angle of 

attack, this relationship would also continue to be valid. As previously 

mentioned, the actual angle of attack calculated from the lift and drag did 

not agree with the geometric angle of attack. For purposes of thrust deter

mination, the actual angle rather than the geometric angle was used. On a 

polar diagram, a line was drawn from the origin through the point obtained 

for C. = 0, as shown in Figs. 8 through 11. It was then assumed that the 
J 

same relationship would hold for other values of lift or drag. Thrust re-

covery was thus determined by taking the distance, at a fixed lift, from 

the measured drag curve at a particular Cj to the extended line, and 

dividing this distance by C .• The broken line in these figures represents 
J . 

the drag magnitude for complete thrust recovery. Results of measurements 



of the thrust recovery factor, f l , made in the described manner are 

plotted in Fig. 12.for various flap angles and angles of attack. It can 

readily be seen that the thrust recovery is rather strongly dependent on 

the flap angle and jet momentum coefficient. As the flap angle increases 

15 

for a given C., the thrust recovery decreases, although it is always greate.r 
J 

than the component of thrust reaction in the drag direction. 

If th'X"ust recovery is based on the change in external pressure drag 

on the foil, then 

In this case, the thrust recovery factor fl is somewhat less than 

that previously determined, as the term C j sin(a + 'T) is subtracted from 

the total lift coefficient. Results of the calculations are summarized in 

the following table for some 

a = 11 0 

C. ~ L .....L 

29 0.1 0.826 

0.2 0.815 

46 0.1 0.71 

0.2 0.645 

selected conditions. 

Table III 

a = 140 

C. ~ 'T ---..L 
29 0.1 0.76 

0.2 0.73 

46 0.1 0.61 

0.2 0.595 

61 0.1 0.415 " 
0.2 0.335 

..L 

29 

46 

a = 20 

C. 
,] 

0.1 

0.15 

0.1 

0.2 

0 

0.53 

0.505 

The values of f1 decrease as the flap angle and C. increase at a 
J 

given angle of attack, and also deer-ease with increasing angle of attack for 

a given flap angle and C .• Again" f1 can easily be seen to be greater 
J ' 

than cos (a + 'T); therefore, more than the horizontal component of the jet 

reaction is recovered. 

D. Oscillatory Forces in Waves 

A series of tests were carried out to determine the force character

istics of a jet-flapped foil moving through a regular wave train. This 

study was of interest to assess the effectiveness of the jet flap in an 
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unsteady environment. For a restrained, naturally ventilated foil moving 

through regular waves at a fixed geometric angle of attack, flap angle and 

jet momentum coefficient, the instantaneous angle of attack and cavitation 

number are dependent on .the wave parameters. For example, the angle of 

attack, in radians, induced by the wave is 

where a = wave amplitude, 

c = wave celerity, 
w 
f = foil submergence, 

V = velocity, and 

A = wave length. 

a. = 1J.a. = a 
2 -2TIf/A TIC e w 
------

VA 

In the experiments, the oscillatory lift and drag forces were mea

sured for a given set of conditions. The unsteady part of the forces was 

defined as the difference between the maximum oscillatory force and the 

force measured with no waves under otherwise identical conditions. These 

forces, written in terms of the standard coefficients, have been denoted 
'" CL and CD for the lift and drag respectively. Experimental data taken 

in head seas for a number of wave conditions are plotted in Fig. 13. Here 

the unsteady force coefficient has been divided by <1, the dimensionless 

induced angle of attack. The abscissa is the reduced frequency, based on 

the foil chord, 

vc 
K = V 

where the frequency of encounter v = 2; (V + c'w) • 

At a given towing velocity, V, small values of K correspond to 

long waves and large values of K correspond to short waves. 

The experimental data for the foil with no jet flap and a jet flap at 

two values of Cj are apparently the same. A cross plot of data taken in 

smooth water showed that the lift curve slope at constant T, acL/da, was 

essentially the same for various C .• This result is in contrast to Ho's 
J 

calculations which show an almost linear increase of lift curve slope with 
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C. at small C.. This indicates the influence of waves on the jet flap is 
J J 

of minor importance for the conditions utilized in the tests. Furthermore, 

the unsteady forces are essentially independent of the reduced frequency, 

except at small K, . where a slight increase is noted. The same gelLeral 

trends have been pre:rlously reported [5J for foils with a r:ig id flap moving 

through waves. The solid line represents calculated force coefficients 

based on hydrodynamic derivatives evaluated at equilibrium conditions. These 

calculations are further discussed in [5J. The shape of the calculated 

curve is essentially the same as the experimental data, although it is con

siderably displaced. 

Measurements were also made of the phase angle between the wave and 

the oscillatory lift and drag forces. The phase angles were defined as the 

number of degrees per wave cycle that the maximum oscillatory force led the 

wave crest. Experimental data for the lift phase are shown in Fig. 13. Again, 

little difference was noted for sever.al jet momentum coefficients. Phase 

lead increased quite rapidly with increasing reduced frequency. Agreement 

with the calculated phase angle existed only at low K. The experimental 

data indicated a considerably greater phase lead than expected at the larger 

K. Such a trend was also observed for tests with foils with rigid trailing 

edge flaps. 

The phase relationships for the oscillatory drag forces have not been 

shown, as the records indicated that the lift and drag were in phase with 

each other. Thus, the phase data plotted in Fig. 13 can be considered as 

typical of either lift or drag. 
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VI. CONCLUSIONS 

1. No unusual ventilation difficulties were experienced with a jet

flapped foil naturally ventilated to the atmosphere by a base vented 

strut. 

2. Considerable increases in lift were obtained with a jet flap for rel

atively small values of C .• The measured lift increments for a 
J 

finite span foil were considerably less than those predicted from 

linearized two-dimensional theory at zero cavitation number. Fair 

agreement was obtained with previous data taken with a finite span 

foil in a free jet water tunnel for the smaller C .• At the higher' 
J 

jet momentum coefficients, the lift increment was underestimated by 

assuming proportionality to the square root of Cj • 

ment was essentially independent of angle of attack. 

The lift incre

Doubling the 

slot width also did not influence the force characteristics. 

3. Variation of the foil submergence from one to one-half chords result

ed in no significant change in the force characteristics. 

4. Utilization of a small rigid flap at the trailing edge for control 

over the jet flap angle resulted in a smaller increment in the lift, 

although the total lift was considerably greater than for the pure 

jet flap. 

5. Thrust recovery was dependent on the jet momentum coefficient and the 

flap angle, decreasing as both these parameters are increased. In all 

cases more than the horizontal component of the jet was recovered. 

6. The effectiveness of the jet flap was not influenced by unsteady mo

tion of regular waves for reduced frequencies, based on the full chord, 

up to 0.7. Phase relationships between the wave and maximum forces 

were also not affected. 
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Fig. 1 - Sketch of Jet-Flapped Foil and Strut Assembly 
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